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ABSTRACT
Abell 2256 is one of the best known examples of a galaxy cluster hosting large-scale diffuse radio emission that is unrelated to
individual galaxies. It contains both a giant radio halo and a relic, as well as a number of head-tail sources and smaller diffuse steep-
spectrum radio sources. The origin of radio halos and relics is still being debated, but over the last years it has become clear that the
presence of these radio sources is closely related to galaxy cluster merger events. Here we present the results from the first LOFAR
Low band antenna (LBA) observations of Abell 2256 between 18 and 67 MHz. To our knowledge, the image presented in this paper
at 63 MHz is the deepest ever obtained at frequencies below 100 MHz in general. Both the radio halo and the giant relic are detected
in the image at 63 MHz, and the diffuse radio emission remains visible at frequencies as low as 20 MHz. The observations confirm
the presence of a previously claimed ultra-steep spectrum source to the west of the cluster center with a spectral index of −2.3 ± 0.4
between 63 and 153 MHz. The steep spectrum suggests that this source is an old part of a head-tail radio source in the cluster. For the
radio relic we find an integrated spectral index of −0.81 ± 0.03, after removing the flux contribution from the other sources. This is
relatively flat which could indicate that the efficiency of particle acceleration at the shock substantially changed in the last ∼ 0.1 Gyr
due to an increase of the shock Mach number. In an alternative scenario, particles are re-accelerated by some mechanism in the
downstream region of the shock, resulting in the relatively flat integrated radio spectrum. In the radio halo region we find indications
of low-frequency spectral steepening which may suggest that relativistic particles are accelerated in a rather inhomogeneous turbulent
region.
Key words. telescopes: LOFAR – Radio Continuum – Clusters: individual : Abell 2256 – Cosmology: large-scale structure of
Universe
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1. Introduction
Radio halos and relics are diffuse radio sources, unrelated to in-
dividual galaxies, found in some disturbed galaxy clusters (see
the reviews by Feretti 2005; Ferrari et al. 2008; Venturi 2011,
and references therein). These sources are not ubiquitous in
galaxy clusters – only a few dozen examples have been previ-
ously identified. The presence of diffuse radio emission indi-
cates magnetic fields and relativistic particles in the intracluster
medium (ICM). Due to their limited lifetime, the synchrotron
emitting electrons need to be (re)accelerated in-situ (Jaffe 1977).
The origin of this diffuse emission is presently still being debated
and is crucial for understanding the non-thermal component in
the ICM and particle acceleration mechanisms.
It is predicted in the framework of the concordant cosmolog-
ical model that galaxy clusters grow as a result of the mergers
of smaller clusters and sub-structures, which create turbulence
and shocks in their ICM (e.g., Markevitch et al. 2002; Vazza
et al. 2006; Russell et al. 2010). Over the last decade it has be-
come clear that the diffuse radio emission in galaxy clusters is
often related to galaxy cluster merger events (e.g., Cassano et al.
2010b; van Weeren et al. 2010).
Diffuse sources in merging clusters have commonly been
classified as radio relics and halos. In this context, elongated
filamentary sources have generally been called relics. Relics are
usually further subdivided into three classes (see also Kempner
et al. 2004). (1) Radio Gischt are large extended arc-like sources
mostly found in the outskirts of galaxy clusters. They are of-
ten highly polarized, 20% or more, at frequencies & 1 GHz. It
has been proposed that they directly trace shock waves (Enßlin
et al. 1998; Miniati et al. 2001), in which particles are accel-
erated by the diffusive shock acceleration mechanism in a first-
order Fermi process (DSA; Blandford & Ostriker 1978; Drury
1983; Blandford & Eichler 1987; Jones & Ellison 1991; Malkov
& O’C Drury 2001). A related scenario is that of shock re-
acceleration of pre-accelerated electrons in the ICM. This may
be a more efficient mechanism in weak shocks (e.g., Markevitch
et al. 2005; Giacintucci et al. 2008; Kang & Ryu 2011) and might
be needed because the efficiency with which collisionless shocks
can accelerate particles is unknown, and might not be enough to
produce the observed radio brightness (e.g., Macario et al. 2011).
The pre-accelerated electrons could for example originate from
the radio galaxies in clusters. (2) Radio phoenices are most likely
related to fossil radio plasma from previous episodes of AGN
activity adiabatically compressed by merger shock waves, boost-
ing the radio emission (Enßlin & Gopal-Krishna 2001; Enßlin &
Bru¨ggen 2002). (3) AGN relics trace uncompressed radio plasma
from previous episodes of AGN activity. The radio spectra of
both radio phoenices and AGN relics are expected to be steep1
and curved due to synchrotron and Inverse Compton (IC) losses.
Radio halos are extended sources with sizes of about a Mpc.
They are usually unpolarized, with limits at the several per-
cent level, and the radio emission roughly follows the thermal
X-rays from the ICM, implying that the emitting relativistic
plasma is co-spatial with the thermal gas in galaxy clusters.
Potentially several mechanisms may be responsible for the gen-
eration of Mpc scale synchrotron emission from galaxy clusters.
Relativistic electrons in the ICM can be re-accelerated in-situ
through interaction with turbulence generated in the ICM by
cluster-cluster mergers (Brunetti et al. 2001; Petrosian 2001),
or secondary electrons can be continuously injected in the ICM
by inelastic collisions between relativistic and thermal protons
1 α . −1.5, Fν ∝ να, where α is the spectral index
(Dennison 1980; Blasi & Colafrancesco 1999; Dolag & Enßlin
2000; Enßlin et al. 2011). Models considering a combination of
the two mechanisms, namely the re-acceleration of both rela-
tivistic protons and their secondaries by magnetohydrodynam-
ical turbulence generated in the ICM have been recently con-
sidered (Brunetti & Blasi 2005; Dolag et al. 2008; Brunetti &
Lazarian 2011).
In the case of several giant radio halos, a pure secondary ori-
gin is disfavored from their spectra and/or large extension (e.g.,
Brunetti et al. 2008; Dallacasa et al. 2009; Donnert et al. 2010;
Brown & Rudnick 2011). In particular, an unrealistic amount of
energy in the form of relativistic protons would be required by
secondary models to explain radio halos with very steep spectra
(Brunetti 2004; Pfrommer & Enßlin 2004; Brunetti et al. 2008;
Macario et al. 2010; van Weeren et al. 2011a). On the other hand,
if turbulence plays an important role for the origin of these gi-
ant sources, a large number of steep spectrum radio halos is ex-
pected to glow up at low radio frequencies (Cassano et al. 2006;
Brunetti et al. 2008). The origin of the turbulent magnetic field
remains unclear. One possibility is that it has been amplified by
dynamo processes acting in the cluster volume (e.g., Ruzmaikin
et al. 1989; Dolag et al. 2005, and references therein).
The LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR) is a new generation
radio telescope operating at 10–240 MHz (van Haarlem et al.,
in prep). The large collecting area and instantaneous fractional
bandwidth, together with long baselines, allow the first detailed
study of low-surface brightness diffuse cluster radio sources be-
low 100 MHz. In this respect LOFAR is the ideal radio telescope
to unveil the existence of steep spectrum diffuse radio emission
from galaxy clusters and is expected to provide a breakthrough
in the field (Cassano et al. 2010a).
Abell 2256 is a nearby, z = 0.0581 (Struble & Rood 1999),
cluster that contains a giant 1.2 Mpc radio halo, a relic, and a
number of tailed radio galaxies (Bridle & Fomalont 1976; Bridle
et al. 1979; Ro¨ttgering et al. 1994; Miller et al. 2003; Intema
2009; van Weeren et al. 2009; Kale & Dwarakanath 2010). The
relic has a large integrated flux, compared to other relics, of
about 0.5 Jy at 1.4 GHz, and a size of 1125 kpc × 520 kpc.
The average polarization fraction of the relic is about 20%
at 1.4 GHz. Clarke & Enßlin (2006). A spectral analysis by
Brentjens (2008) shows that the radio halo component dominates
the integrated cluster radio spectrum at very low frequencies. X-
ray and optical observations provide strong evidence that A2256
is undergoing a merger event between a main cluster (TICM ∼ 7–
8 keV), a major sub-structure (TICM ∼ 4.5 keV) and, possibly, a
third infalling group (Briel et al. 1991; Briel & Henry 1994; Sun
et al. 2002; Berrington et al. 2002; Miller et al. 2003). The clus-
ter has an X-ray luminosity of LX, 0.1−2.4 keV = 3.7 × 1044 erg s−1
(Ebeling et al. 1998).
The large angular extent of the diffuse emission and its large
integrated flux make A2256 a prime target for low-frequency
observations which typically suffer from low spatial resolution
and sensitivity, compared to observations at high frequencies.
At wavelengths larger than 1 m, the diffuse radio emission in
A2256 has been studied with the GMRT at 150 MHz (Intema
2009; Kale & Dwarakanath 2010), and with the WSRT between
115 and 165 MHz (van Weeren et al. 2009; Intema 2009). The
VLSS 74 MHz image (Cohen et al. 2007) only shows a hint of
diffuse emission, and the 38 MHz 8C and 151 MHz 6C survey
images (Hales et al. 1995; Masson & Mayer 1978) have too low
resolution to properly separate the flux contributions from the
discrete sources. The observations by Intema (2009) and van
Weeren et al. (2009) showed the presence of three previously
unknown diffuse sources with steep radio spectra (α . −1.5).
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Fig. 1. UV-coverage of the A2256 observation on July 15 and 16, 2011, from 18:00 to 04:00 CEST (10 hrs in total). Transit
occurred around 23:00 CEST. The outer UV-coverage is shown in the top left frame, the next frames progressively zoom inwards.
The relatively broad bandwidth fills the uv-plane radially (not shown in the figures).
These steep radio spectra suggest that these sources trace old ra-
dio plasma from previous episodes of AGN activity in the clus-
ter.
In this paper we present the first LOFAR observations of
Abell 2256, focussing on the frequency range around 63 MHz
and the total intensity (stokes I) images. The layout of this paper
is as follows: in Sect. 2 we give an overview of the observa-
tions and the data reduction. In Sect. 3 we present the results,
including the radio images and a spectral index map. We end
with a discussion and the conclusions in Sects. 4 and 5, respec-
tively. Throughout this paper we assume a ΛCDM cosmology
with H0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7.
2. Observations & data reduction
2.1. Observations
Abell 2256 was observed with the LOFAR LBA system on July
15 and 16, 2011, from 18:00 to 04:00 CEST. The observations
covered the 18 to 67 MHz frequency range, except for a gap
at 40–42 MHz due to strong radio frequency interference (RFI).
All four linear correlation products were recorded. The observed
frequency range was divided into 244 sub-bands, each having a
bandwidth of 0.1953 MHz. Each sub-band was subdivided into
64 frequency channels. The integration time was 1 s. The so-
called LBA OUTER configuration was used for the LBA sta-
tions, where LBA antenna refers to a dipole pair and station
refers to the collection of dipole pairs grouped as one. In the
LBA OUTER configuration 48 (of 96) LBA antennas are used,
located mostly in the outer part of the stations (which have diam-
eters of 87 m). This increases the sidelobe levels for the station
3
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Fig. 2. LBA global bandpass. The bandpass peaks at about
58 MHz as expected due to resonance.
Fig. 3. Measured LOFAR fluxes and predicted fluxes for 5 bright
sources in the A2256 field. For each of these sources, 8C, VLSS,
7C, WENSS, and NVSS flux densities were available. We used
second order polynomial fits in log (S )−log (ν) space to compute
the predicted 63 MHz fluxes. An overall scaling factor of 1.23
was applied to the LOFAR fluxes. The error bars display the
adopted 10% uncertainty in the flux scale.
beams but reduces the field of view (FOV) with respect to other
station antenna configurations.
We used eight remote and seventeen core stations for the
A2256 observation. The baselines are between 90 m and 80 km
long. The uv-coverage is shown in Fig. 1. The FOV (full width
half maximum (FWHM) of the primary beam) is about 4.6◦ and
9.2◦ at 60 and 30 MHz, respectively. It should be noted though
that the station beams are complex-valued, time and direction
dependent, and differ slightly from station to station.
As a first step, we flagged RFI with the AOFlagger (Offringa
et al. 2010) using default settings. The first and last two chan-
nels at the edge of each sub-band were removed. The flagger
typically found up to a few percent of RFI above 30 MHz. The
amount of RFI increases strongly below ∼ 28 MHz. Between
30% and 70% had to be flagged below this frequency for most
sub-bands, with at least some of this attributable to short-wave
radio transmissions. The RFI situation was somewhat better after
midnight. After flagging, we averaged the data in time to 5 s, see
Heald et al. (2010) for a brief overview of the data processing
steps.
2.2. Calibration
For this A2256 observation, the bright “A-team” radio sources
Cas A, Cyg A and Vir A are located 34◦, 42◦, and 74◦ away from
the phase center, respectively. These sources have integrated flux
densities of about 18, 17, and 2.1 kJy at 74 MHz, respectively.
Even after attenuation by the primary beam, Cas A and Cyg A
outshine the brightest sources in the target field by more than a
factor ten. Their amplitudes are strongly modulated as they move
in and out of the station beam sidelobes. For the first 2.5 hr of
the observations Vir A also affects the observed visibilities, until
the source sets. At frequencies . 35 MHz, 3C 390.3 (located
4.7◦ from the phase center) is sufficiently bright, 145 ± 14 Jy at
38 MHz (Hales et al. 1995), that it needs to be treated separately
as described below.
The first calibration step consisted of the removal of the
three “A-team” sources. Below 35 MHz, 3C 390.3 was also in-
cluded in the calibration model. For the models of the A-team
sources and 3C 390.3 we used the clean component models at
74 MHz from VLA A-array2 observations (Kassim et al. 2007)
with a resolution of 25′′. For all the calibration steps we used
the BlackBoard Selfcal (BBS) software system (Pandey et al.
2009). Full polarization direction dependent complex gain solu-
tions were obtained for the three A-team sources (and 3C 390.3
below 35 MHz) independently per sub-band. Vir A was only in-
cluded in the calibration model for the first 2.5 hr. In general, we
obtained high-quality gain solutions for Cas A and Cyg A, while
the solutions for Vir A and 3C 390.3 were noisier due to their
lower apparent fluxes. The A-team sources were then subtracted
(like “peeling”) using their direction dependent gain solutions
from the visibility data. 3C390.3 was not subtracted because it
is in the main FOV below 35 MHz and used in subsequent cali-
bration steps.
After subtraction of the A-team sources from the visibil-
ity data we performed another round of flagging with the
AOFlagger and averaged the data to 4 channels and 10 sec per
sub-band, to decrease the size of the dataset whilst limiting band-
width and time smearing in the field of view to acceptable levels.
The responses of the LBA antennas depend on the observed
frequency, see Fig. 2. The LBA response was obtained from ob-
servations of Cyg A. Observations that have been carried out
over the course of several months show that the bandpass re-
sponse is stable at the level of a few percent or better. We divided
out this sensitivity pattern to avoid the need to obtain amplitude
calibration solutions for each individual sub-band. The reason
behind this is that the signal to noise ratio (SNR) per sub-band
is not sufficient to obtain good gain solutions due to the limited
effective bandwidth of 0.183 MHz. By combining several sub-
bands, we can overcome this limitation. However, a problem
at low frequencies is that the ionospheric phase distortions are
frequency dependent, increasing towards lower frequencies. At
about 60 MHz this means that if this effect is not included only
about 1 MHz bandwidth can be used for calibration, depend-
ing on the ionospheric conditions (e.g., Eq. 4 from Intema et al.
2009). To obtain high-quality solutions more bandwidth is re-
2 http://lwa.nrl.navy.mil/tutorial/
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Fig. 5. Phase self-calibration solutions for stations CS017 (blue),
RS205 (green), RS208 (red) at 63.9 MHz. Each time sample
corresponds to 10 s and the phases are plotted relative to sta-
tion CS003. The distances between the stations CS017, RS205,
RS208 and core station CS003 are about 0.5, 7, and 29 km, re-
spectively.
quired. This can be accomplished by solving for the differential
total electron content (TEC). This adds a frequency dependent
phase term (TEC/ν). During the calibration we therefore solve
for (i) a single overall polarization dependent complex gain fac-
tor to set the amplitudes and capture other instrumental effects
such as clock drift, and (ii) a polarization independent TEC value
per station and time-slot (10 s). We used 20 sub-bands around
20 MHz, 20 around 30 MHz, and 30 around 63 MHz per solu-
tion interval for this “global calibration”. Due to computational
limitations, we concentrated our efforts on these three frequency
ranges, using in total only 70 of the 244 subbands observed.
We calibrated the data against a 74 MHz 80′′ VLSS model of
the field around A2256, covering 15◦×15◦, and assumed that all
sources are unpolarized. This is a reasonable assumption at these
low frequencies. We used an overall flux scaling with a spectral
index of −0.8 to get a first order approximation of the flux-scale.
For computing the model visibilities, we included the complex
beam attenuation of each station beam. The station beam model
is derived using the dipole beam model based on interpolation
of electromagnetic simulations of LBA dipole beam response.
The interpolation scheme is described by Hamaker (2011). The
beam model does not take into account mutual coupling effects.
It is also been assumed that all the dipole pairs/antennas have
identical beams.
2.3. Primary beam correction, flux-scale, and self-calibration
We applied the calibration solutions and corrected the data for
each station’s beam response in the phase center. Note that it is
only possible to correct for a stations beam response in a single
direction. For the other directions within the main FOV this cor-
rection is only a first order approximation. The entire FOV, to an
attenuation factor of 0.15 compared to the beam center, was then
imaged and cleaned using Casapy with w-projection (Cornwell
et al. 2005, 2008); 768 w-planes were used in total. Ideally, to
create flux corrected wide-field images, the time-variable di-
Table 1. LOFAR LBA image characteristics
frequency bandwidth obtained RMS synthesized beam
MHz MHz mJy beam−1 arcsec
63 (robust -0.1) 5.5 10 22 × 26
63 (robust 0.5) 5.5 25 52 × 62
30 (robust -0.1) 3.7 43 58 × 69
20 (robust -0.1) 3.7 250 108 × 116
rection dependent effects need to be taken into account (e.g.,
Bhatnagar et al. 2008). This functionality is still under develop-
ment for LOFAR data. We made images with “briggs” weighting
(Briggs 1995) with robust = −0.1. This gives a good resolution
of around 25′′at 63 MHz, while it still reveals some of the dif-
fuse emission. Using lower values of the robust parameter is not
very useful for this dataset because the effective resolution is
limited by the ionosphere (as explained later in this subsection).
We combined groups of sub-bands around 63, 30 and 20 MHz
for multi-frequency synthesis imaging, producing three broad-
band images.
We simulated a dense grid of 1 Jy point sources in the A2256
field, including the LOFAR station beam, to obtain the correct
relative flux scale over the field. This grid is illustrated in Fig. 4.
We imaged this simulated dataset (with the same frequency setup
and uv-coverage as the observed data) in the same way as the
observed A2256 data. We extracted the integrated fluxes for the
simulated point sources using the PyBDSM source detection soft-
ware3. A 2D surface was fitted to these extracted source fluxes
using the griddata module from the python matplotlib, which
employs a Delaunay triangulation4. This triangulated surface
gives the effective sensitivity as a function of position in the
A2256 field and can be used to create a primary beam corrected
image. This procedure for correcting a uniform flux scale within
the primary beam is a useful stop-gap solution until an a truly
beam-aware imager is available. We used the flux-corrected im-
age to obtain an updated sky model (again with PyBDSM) for two
subsequent rounds of self-calibration (the calibration strategy re-
maining unchanged). An example of the phase self-calibration
solutions obtained is given in Fig. 5.
The final images (robust = −0.1) have noise levels of 10, 43,
and 250 mJy beam−1 at 60, 30, and 20 MHz, respectively. The
noise level at 63 MHz is about a factor of two lower than the
deepest VLA 74 MHz images from Lane et al. (2005). A lower
resolution (robust = 0.5 weighting) image at 63 MHz has a noise
of 25 mJy beam−1, see Table 1 for a summary of the resolution,
bandwidth and sensitivity of the images. The thermal noise is
about 2.5 mJy beam−1 at 63 MHz and 8 mJy beam−1 at 30 MHz.
Ionospheric phase errors likely dominate the error budget, espe-
cially at 30 and 20 MHz. From the simulated point source grid,
we estimate that errors coming from the usage of an imager that
is unaware of the time-varying LOFAR beam, contribute about
2 mJy beam−1 to the noise at 63 MHz in the central part of the
FOV. At the time of the A2256 observation the station calibra-
tion tables, which contain gain correction factors for the individ-
ual dipoles, were still in the process of being refined. This could
have resulted in a somewhat reduced station sensitivity.
3 see the LOFAR Imaging Cookbook at
http://www.astron.nl/radio-observatory/lofar/lofar-imaging-cookbook
and http://www.strw.leidenuniv.nl/˜mohan/anaamika manual.pdf
4 http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net
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Fig. 4. Left: Image of the simulated 1 Jy point sources in the A2256 field at 63 MHz. Note that the background is not precisely
zero because of deconvolution errors. The apparent flux of the sources decreases radially away from the phase center due to the
primary beam attenuation. Color-scale is the same as in the right panel but inverted. Right: Primary beam attenuation of the A2256
observations at 63MHz obtained by fitting a surface to the integrated fluxes of the sources in the left panel. The location of sources
that were used to obtain the flux-scale are marked with crosses.
The presence of residual ionospheric phase errors after cali-
bration lead to a wider point spread function (PSF). We measure
a FWHM of the PSF that is about 20′′ larger than the synthe-
sized beamwidth at 63 MHz in the central part of the FOV. This
effect has also been seen for 74 MHz VLA observations (e.g.,
Cohen et al. 2007). The increase in the PSF FWHM varies be-
tween 20′′ and 40′′ across the FOV, according to the PyBDSM
PSF characterization module. We also compared the positions
of the brightest sources in the FOV against the catalogue posi-
tions from NVSS and WENSS. We find the positional accura-
cies to be 5′′ or better, depending on the SNR and location of the
sources. At lower frequencies, the PSF FWHM is about 70′′ and
180′′ larger (in the central part of the FOV) than the synthesized
beamwidth at 30 and 20 MHz, respectively. In this case the un-
resolved sources are elongated, distorted, and partly broken up
into smaller components. For this reason, we only use the 63
MHz maps for quantitative analysis in this paper, while the 30
and 20 MHz maps are used for qualitative analysis until a more
complete ionospheric correction is made.
To obtain and check the overall flux scale we measured the
integrated fluxes for five bright sources in the FOV: 4C +79.16 ,
8C 1654+785, 8C 1657+780, 8C 1708+779, and 8C 1728+783
(see Fig. 4). For these sources we collected flux density measure-
ments from the 1.4 GHz NVSS (Condon et al. 1998), 325 MHz
WENSS (Rengelink et al. 1997), 151 MHz 7C (Hales et al.
2007), 74 MHz VLSS (Cohen et al. 2007) and 38 MHz 8C
(Hales et al. 1995) surveys. We fitted second order polynomi-
als to these flux density measurements in log (S ) − log (ν) space
and compared the LOFAR flux density measurements at 63 MHz
against the predicted fluxes from the polynomial fits. The median
of the correction factors was used to tie the LOFAR images to
the flux-scale from these surveys. The correction factor we found
was modest, being 1.23 at 63 MHz. The spread in the individual
correction factors is about 7%, see Fig. 3.
From this we adopt an error in the relative LOFAR flux scale
within the primary beam that is uncertain by 7–10%.
3. Results
3.1. Radio images
An overview image of the field around A2256 is shown in
Fig. 6. The 63 MHz images are displayed in Fig. 7 and the
20 and 30 MHz images in Fig. 8. We labelled some of the
known sources in the cluster following the scheme from Bridle
& Fomalont (1976); Ro¨ttgering et al. (1994); van Weeren et al.
(2009). The LOFAR 63 MHz image reveals some of the well-
known tailed radio sources (A, B, F), the main relic (G and H),
and part of the radio halo. A hint of the long and straight head-
tail source C is also visible.
The main radio relic and halo are somewhat better visible
in the lower resolution 63 MHz image (Fig. 7, right panel).
Interestingly, the LOFAR image also reveals source AG+AH.
This source has only been discovered recently (van Weeren et al.
2009) and is not visible in the deep VLA 1.4 GHz observations
(Clarke & Enßlin 2006), implying a steep spectrum. We do not
detect the steep spectrum source AI, but this is expected since
the integrated flux of this source is about a factor of two lower
than AG+AH at 325 MHz. The 30 MHz image reveals source
F and the combined emission from A and B. The relic is also
detected. At 20 MHz the ionospheric phase distortions are quite
severe, causing the relic to partly blend with source F and the
A+B complex.
An overlay of the 63 MHz image with a VLA 1.4 GHz image
is shown in Fig. 9. For this we combined the 1369, 1413, 1513,
and 1703 MHz VLA C-array images from Clarke & Enßlin
(2006). These images were convolved to a common resolution
of 16′′ ×16′′ and then combined, adopting a flux scaling accord-
ing to a spectral index of α = −1. It is interesting to note the
differences between the VLA and LOFAR LBA image around
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Fig. 6. Overview of the A2256 field at 61–67 MHz as observed with LOFAR. The image was not corrected for the primary beam
attenuation and has a resolution of about 80′′. Bottom right: Zoomed version of the 61–67 MHz image with a synthesized beam of
22′′ × 26′′.
the A+B complex. The VLA image peaks in brightness at the
heads of the head-tail sources, while the LOFAR image mainly
shows the tails. The steep spectrum B2 region, noticed by Intema
(2009), also clearly stands out. A Chandra X-ray overlay is
shown in Fig. 10. The X-ray emission in elongated in the NW-
SE direction, with the relic located on the NW edge of the X-ray
emission. The two main X-ray peaks are located between source
D and A and just north of source A.
3.2. Spectral index map and integrated fluxes
We made a spectral index map between 63 and 351 MHz, mak-
ing use of the WSRT 351 MHz map from Brentjens (2008). The
WSRT map was made with uniform weighting of the visibilities
and a Gaussian taper was applied in the uv-plane to create a cir-
cular 67′′ beam. We also made a LOFAR image with uniform
weighting and a Gaussian taper to match the WSRT resolution
of 67′′ × 67′′. We applied an inner uv-range cut to the LOFAR
data to match up the inner uv-range limit of the WSRT data.
To increase the SNR per beam for the diffuse emission we con-
volved both images to 100′′ resolution, pixels below 3σrms were
blanked. The LOFAR-WSRT spectral index map and the corre-
sponding spectral index error map are shown in Fig. 11.
The spectral index map reveals that the relic has a relatively
flat spectral index of about −0.8, with variations of 0.3 in α
across the structure. For those parts of the radio halo where the
spectral index can be measured, we find α to be in the range −1.0
to −1.7. For source F the spectral index is around −1.0. For the
combined emission from AH and AG we find α to be between
−2.2 and −1.7.
We extracted the integrated fluxes for sources in the clus-
ter from the 63 MHz image, see Table 2. The integrated fluxes
of the radio halo and relic (source G+H) are difficult to mea-
sure because they are partly blended with some of the com-
plex head-tail radio sources in the cluster. To estimate their
flux contribution, we used both the high and low resolution im-
ages (Fig. 7). From the high resolution image we measured the
fluxes for source F, and the combined emission from A and
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Fig. 7. A2256 61–67 MHz images represented in grey scale and contour form. The synthesized beams are shown in the bottom left
corner. Left: High-resolution, 22′′ × 26′′, image made with robust = -0.1 weighting. The radio relic (source G and H) is indicated
with the dashed ellipse. Contour levels are drawn at [1, 2, 4, . . .] × 30 mJy beam−1. Negative 3σrms contours are shown by the
dotted lines. Right: Low-resolution image, 52′′ × 62′′, image made with robust = 0.5 weighting. The area for the halo spectral index
measurement is indicated by the dotted lines. Contour levels are drawn at [1, 2, 4, . . .] × 75 mJy beam−1.
Fig. 9. LOFAR LBA 63 MHz image overlaid with VLA
1.4 GHz C-array contours. The contour levels are drawn at
[1, 2, 4, 8, . . .] × 90 µJy beam−1.
B (A+B). Head-tail source C contributes a significant amount
of flux in the region of the relic, as judged from the GMRT
153 MHz image from Intema (2009). In the 63 MHz image the
source blends with the radio relic, making it impossible to ob-
tain a reliable flux estimate. Using the 153 MHz GMRT image
Table 2. 63 MHz source fluxes and spectral indices computed
between 63 and 153 MHz.
Source S 63MHz α15363
Jy
A+B 5.1 ± 0.6 −1.1 ± 0.2
F 2.8 ± 0.3 −1.2 ± 0.2
AG + AH 0.75 ± 0.10 −2.3 ± 0.4
relic (G + H) 5.6 ± 0.8 −0.81 ± 0.03a
halo 6.6 ± 1.3 −1.5 ± 0.1b
a from a polynomial fit in log (S ) − log (ν) space, see Fig. 13
b between 63 and 351 MHz, α taken from Fig. 13
(giving a flux of 0.48 ± 0.05 Jy) and the reported 327 MHz
VLA flux (0.247 ± 0.020 Jy; Ro¨ttgering et al. 1994) we find
α = −0.87±0.17 for source C. Extrapolating this to 63 MHz, we
estimate a flux of 1.05 Jy. To measure the relic flux we summed
the flux over the same region as indicated in Fig. 10 by Brentjens
(2008). After subtracting the flux contribution for source C, we
obtain a relic flux of 5.6 ± 0.8 Jy. A power-law fit through the
relic’s flux measurements at 1369 (Clarke & Enßlin 2006), 351
(Brentjens 2008), 153 (Intema 2009), and 63 MHz gives a spec-
tral index of −0.81±0.03, see Fig. 13. For the radio halo we find
a flux of 6.6 ± 1.3 Jy from Fig. 7 (right panel), integrating over
the entire halo area as defined by the 351 MHz image.
4. Discussion
The results on the radio spectra for source F, AG+AH, the radio
relic, and the radio halo are discussed in the following subsec-
tions.
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Fig. 8. A2256 30 and 20 MHz images represented in grey scale and contour form. The synthesized beams are shown in the bottom
left corner. Left: 28–32 MHz image with a resolution of 58′′ × 69′′. Contour levels are drawn at [1, 2, 4, . . .] × 129 mJy beam−1.
Negative 3σrms contours are shown by the dotted lines. Right: 18–22 MHz image with a resolution of 108′′ × 116′′. Contour levels
are drawn at [1, 2, 4, . . .] × 0.75 Jy beam−1. Both images were made with robust = 0.1 weighting. The bright compact source to the
west around RA 16h51m is 8C 1654+785.
Fig. 11. Left: LOFAR LBA – WSRT spectral index map between 63 and 351 MHz. Total intensity contours at 351 MHz are shown
at levels of [1, 2, 4, 8, . . .] × 1.0 mJy beam−1. The 351 MHz image is taken from Brentjens (2008). Right: Spectral index error map.
The map is computed on the basis of the σrms values for the individual maps and the reported flux calibration uncertainty of 10%.
4.1. Source F
Source F is known for its complex Z-shape morphology, see
Fig. 9, and steep radio spectrum (e.g., Bridle et al. 1979).
The source comprises three smaller structures: F1, F2, and F3.
The brightest component F2, has a toroidal filamentary shape
(Ro¨ttgering et al. 1994; Miller et al. 2003; Intema 2009). F3
has been classified as a head-tail radio source associated with
galaxy 122 (named by Fabricant et al. 1989). No optical coun-
terparts have been found for F1 and F2, and their origin is still
being debated. Bridle et al. (1979) suggested that all three com-
ponents are the tail of galaxy 122, this scenario is also discussed
by Brentjens (2008). In another scenario, F2 could be the com-
pressed fossil radio plasma from previous episodes of AGN ac-
tivity (Enßlin & Gopal-Krishna 2001; Enßlin & Bru¨ggen 2002).
This agrees with the observed toroidal shape (Enßlin & Bru¨ggen
2002). In this case, the fossil plasma could also have originated
from galaxy 122.
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Fig. 10. Chandra 0.5–7 keV ACIS-I/S co-added image smoothed
by a variable-width Gaussian, Fig. 1 from Sun et al. (2002). Red
dashed linearly spaced contours trace the X-ray isophotes. The
high-resolution 63 MHz LOFAR image is overlaid with black
contours drawn at levels of [1, 2, 4, 8, . . .] ×35 mJy beam−1. The
synthesized beam is shown in the bottom left corner. The triangle
indicates the position of the main peak in the projected galaxy
distribution derived by Ramella et al. (2007).
We collected flux density measurements for F2 from the lit-
erature (see Brentjens 2008), these are plotted in Fig. 12. The
spectrum for F2 is clearly curved, with the spectrum flattening
towards lower frequencies. From the fit, see Fig. 12, we find
a spectral index of −0.95 between 63 and 153 MHz. Between
150 and 350 MHz Kale & Dwarakanath (2010) reported α =
−1.10±0.05, but no flux density measurements were reported for
F2. We find a spectral index of −1.34 between 150 and 350 MHz
using the polynomial fit. The reason for the difference is unclear,
but it should be noted that the measurements from the literature
are not consistent within their reported uncertainties. Between
610 and 1400 MHz we obtain α = −1.67, much steeper than at
low-frequencies. In one scenario, Brentjens (2008) estimated a
possible break frequency to be located at 26 MHz, assuming a
constant magnetic field of 7.3 µG and a spectral age of 0.2 Gyr.
The 63 MHz flux density measurement indicates the spectrum
continues to flatten. However, high-resolution measurements be-
low 60 MHz are needed to determine the possible underlying
(“zero ageing”) power-law component. The origin of source F2
remains unclear, although it is likely the source is somehow re-
lated to the fossil radio plasma from previous phases of AGN
activity given its brightness and steep radio spectrum.
4.2. Source AG+AH
The combined emission from source AG+AH is detected in the
LOFAR 63 MHz image. With the non-detection of these sources
in the deep 1.4 GHz image from Clarke & Enßlin (2006), van
Weeren et al. (2009) determined that α < −1.95 between 325
and 1369 MHz. Between 140 and 351 MHz, using WSRT ob-
Fig. 12. Radio spectrum of F2. The fluxes were taken from
Brentjens (2008), except for the 63 MHz LOFAR flux. The solid
line is a second order polynomial fit through the flux density
measurements in log (S ) − log (ν) space. During the fitting pro-
cedure, we assumed 10% uncertainty because the flux density
measurements are not all consistent within their 1σ reported er-
rors (plotted in the figure). This prevents the fit to be forced to go
through a few measurements with small reported uncertainties.
servations, the spectral index is −2.05 ± 0.14 at a resolution of
175′′. At this resolution the flux of this feature partly blends with
the relic emission. With the 153 MHz image from Intema (2009)
we find a flux of 95 ± 10 mJy for the combined emission from
AG+AH. From the GMRT 325 MHz image a flux of 19± 2 mJy
was reported (van Weeren et al. 2009). This gives a spectral in-
dex of −2.1 ± 0.2 between these two frequencies, in agreement
with the earlier reported result of −2.05±0.14. The LOFAR flux
is 0.75 ± 0.10 Jy for this source. This results in a spectral in-
dex of −2.3± 0.4 between 63 and 153 MHz. At low-frequencies
the spectrum thus remains steep, although the uncertainty in the
spectral index is too large to rule out a spectral turnover.
We consider the possibility that this emission is related to
the head-tail source C. Following Miley (1980) and Brentjens
(2008) for a constant magnetic field and no adiabatic losses, the
radiative lifetime/spectral age (τ) is given as
τ =
2.6 × 1010
B2 + B2CMB
√
B
(1 + z)νbrk
[yr] , (1)
where B is the magnetic field strength in µG, BCMB [µG] =
3.25(1 + z)2 the equivalent magnetic field strength of the mi-
crowave background, and νbrk the break frequency in MHz. The
LOFAR 63 MHz flux density measurement indicates that νbrk is
located . 50 MHz because the spectrum is still very steep be-
tween 63 and 153 MHz. The magnetic field strength is difficult
to estimate as the spectral shape is poorly constrained. With a
reasonable value of 10 µG we obtain a spectral age of 0.1 Gyr.
This increases to 0.2 Gyr for B = 5 µG. In all cases we assumed
νbrk = 50 MHz. Spectral ages for different break frequencies
and magnetic field values are listed in Table 3. Ro¨ttgering et al.
(1994) estimated a velocity (v) of ∼ 2000 km s−1 for the head-
tail source. Then the separation between the “head” and AG+AH
would be v×τ = 200 kpc, for B = 10 µG. AG+AH is located at a
projected distance of about 800 kpc from the head of C. A lower
magnetic field strength of B = 3.0 µG would give a distance of
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Table 3. Spectral age of the source AG+AH in Gyr for different
break frequencies and magnetic field strengths. Values in bold-
face are sufficient to explain the distance of at least 800 kpc be-
tween the head of the source C and AG+AH, in the scenario that
AG+AH is a part of the tail of C.
B = 3 µG B = 5 µG B = 10 µG B = 20 µG
νbrk = 50 MHz 0.28 0.21 0.10 0.039
νbrk = 20 MHz 0.44 0.33 0.16 0.061
νbrk = 5 MHz 0.88 0.66 0.32 0.12
νbrk = 1 MHz 2.0 1.5 0.71 0.27
600 kpc. This is still lower than the projected distance of 800 kpc
between the head of C and AG+AH. Therefore νbrk could be lo-
cated at a lower frequency than 50 MHz (Table 3). If the radio
plasma from the tail (the AG+AH part) is compressed by the
merger shock wave, the radiative age of the source can also be
older (about 0.5 Gyr or more, e.g., Dwarakanath & Kale 2009;
Kale & Dwarakanath 2012). In this case Eq. 1 does not apply.
This makes it easier to explain the distance of at least 800 kpc,
even more since this distance is a lower limit because of un-
known projection effects. Given all these uncertainties, source
AG+AH could indeed be an old part of the tail of source C.
4.3. Radio relic
Radio gischt relics are proposed to trace particle acceleration
(or re-acceleration of seed particles) at shocks. In the linear test
particle regime and assuming that particles can diffuse across the
shock discontinuity (DSA), the spectrum of the re-accelerated
particles is given by (e.g., Blandford & Eichler 1987):
N(p) = (−δin j + 2)pδinj
∫ pmax
pmin
Ns(p)p−δinj−1dp (2)
where Ns(p) is the spectrum of seed particles and
δinj = −2M
2 + 1
M2 − 1 , (3)
M is the Mach number of the shock. The corresponding syn-
chrotron spectral index, not including energy losses, is αinj =
(δinj − 1)/2 (with F(ν) ∝ ναinj ).
If the properties of the shock remain unchanged (i.e., “sta-
tionary conditions”), the relic has been present in the ICM
longer than the electron cooling time and the cooling time is
shorter than the diffusion time, the integrated radio spectrum
will be a power-law, with a spectral index that is about 0.5 units
steeper than αinj (Kardashev 1962). The radio spectrum of the
A2256 relic has a power-law shape over the observed frequency
range, with a spectral index of −0.81 ± 0.03. This would im-
ply αinj ∼ −0.3 for a simple shock model. The flattest possible
injection spectral index is −0.5 from DSA, which is not consis-
tent with αinj ∼ −0.3. Therefore this directly implies that sta-
tionary conditions for the shock do not apply and/or the accel-
eration process is more complicated5. It could suggest that the
relic brightened very recently (< 0.1 Gyr or so) due to an in-
crease in the Mach number while the shock front propagated out-
ward, since the efficiency of DSA is believed to increase strongly
5 The electron cooling time can also not be longer than the diffusion
time. At 1.4 GHz, where the relic has about the same size as at 63 MHz,
the electron cooling time is orders magnitude smaller than the diffusion
time (e.g., Jaffe 1977; Bagchi et al. 2002).
with Mach number (e.g., Hoeft & Bru¨ggen 2007, at least in this
regime with M . 4). Recently injected relativistic electrons
would thus have a higher density and hence a higher brightness.
Therefore, the average spectral slope below the flattest value ex-
pected from standard DSA may reflect the strengthening of the
shock front while moving outwards. In this case no equilibrium
has yet been reached between the electron cooling and injec-
tion within the observed frequency range below 1369 MHz, but
one expects spectral steepening at higher frequencies. Clarke &
Enßlin (2006) indeed reported a steeper spectral index of −1.2
between 1369 and 1703 MHz for the relic. For a typical mag-
netic field strength of 2 µG for the relic (Clarke & Enßlin 2006)
and νbrk = 1400 MHz, the spectral age is about 0.05 Gyr.
Berrington et al. (2002) proposed that A2256 is undergoing
a triple merger event. One between a subcluster and the primary
cluster and one between the primary cluster and subcluster (or
the primary cluster only) with a smaller galaxy group. The rela-
tive velocity between the subcluster and primary cluster is esti-
mated to be ∼ 2000 km s−1 and they are near the time of the first
close passage of the subcluster and primary cluster centers. The
group plunges down from the north. The merger between the pri-
mary cluster and subcluster has a mass ratio of about 3 and the
merger between the primary cluster (+subcluster) and group has
a mass ratio of about 10. Miller et al. (2003) argued that the “pri-
mary cluster–galaxy group” merger is responsible for the radio
relic and that the merger event is viewed 0.3 Gyr after the core
passage. From the radio spectra alone it is not possible to disen-
tangle the merger scenario, but usually the strongest shocks form
after core passage (Vazza et al. 2012) and the flat integrated radio
spectrum implies that the relic only recently brightened. Further
flux density measurements above 2 GHz are needed to better
constrain the high-frequency end of the spectrum and confirm
the radio spectrum steepens here.
No shock has been found so far in X-ray observations (e.g.,
Bourdin & Mazzotta 2008). Although, given the large extent of
the relic in both the NS and EW directions we are probably not
viewing the relic close to edge-on, making it more difficult to
detect a shock. For an edge-on shock/relic one would expect a
much larger ratio between the largest physical extent and the
relic width (e.g., van Weeren et al. 2010). The relic measures
about 1 by 0.5 Mpc. We can estimate the viewing angle if we
assume the relic traces a planar shock located in the xy-plane
and has a similar extent in both the x and y directions and a
negligible extent in the shock downstream region (compared to
the observed width). With the ratio of the largest physical size
to the relic width this gives a viewing angle of about 30◦ from
edge-on. This is consistent with the estimate from Enßlin et al.
(1998), based on the polarization fraction, which indicates the
relic is seen under an angle of less than ∼ 50◦ from edge-on.
The relic is located at a project distance of ∼ 400 kpc from the
optical center of the cluster (Fig. 10). If the relic is seen under a
viewing angle of 30◦ from edge-on it is located at a true distance
of ∼ 0.5 Mpc from the cluster center. This is about a factor of
two closer to the cluster center than most of the double radio
relic clusters (e.g., Ro¨ttgering et al. 1997; Bagchi et al. 2006;
Bonafede et al. 2009; van Weeren et al. 2011b). Together with
the flat radio spectrum this is consistent with the fact that the
relic in A2256 is seen at a relatively early stage in the merger,
approximately half of the time after core passage compared to
some of the double radio relic clusters.
Due to the large size of the relic it is unlikely we are seeing
fossil radio plasma compressed by a shock wave, since radia-
tive energy losses during the time it takes to compress a several
hundred kiloparsec sized radio ghost would remove most of the
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electrons responsible for the observable radio emission (Clarke
& Enßlin 2006). In addition, we would expect steep curved radio
spectra due to synchrotron and IC losses.
The unusual flat spectrum of the relic may also suggest
a more complex situation. A synchrotron spectral index α >
αinj−1/2 is expected if electrons accelerated at the passage of the
shock, with spectrum N(p) ∝ p−δinj , are also re-accelerated by
some other mechanism in the region downstream of the shock.
Under particular conditions a flatter spectrum is also expected
if the accelerated electrons cool/age in a inhomogeneous down-
stream region. Particle re-acceleration mechanisms downstream
of large-scale shocks in galaxy clusters, possibly connected with
the turbulence that could be generated by the shock passage, is
suggested by the existence of bridges of faint radio emission that
connect relics and halos in several systems (Markevitch 2010,
and references therein). In the case of A2256, projection effects
may mix together the relic and bridge emission.
4.4. Radio halo
The spectral index of the radio halo was measured by summing
the flux in the region around source D, using the imaged dis-
played in Fig. 7 (right panel). In this region, the halo is de-
tected at the 1–3σ level per beam in the LOFAR 63 MHz im-
age. We summed the flux over the same region in the 351 MHz
WSRT and 1369 MHz VLA D-array (Clarke & Enßlin 2006)
images. The resulting radio spectrum is shown in Fig. 13. The
63–351 MHz spectral index is −1.5±0.1 and the 351–1369 MHz
spectral index is −1.1 ± 0.1. The low-frequency radio halo spec-
trum is steeper than at high-frequencies, although we only mea-
sured the spectrum in the area indicated in Fig. 7.
LOFAR observations at 63 MHz clearly show a significant
upturn of the spectrum of the radio halo at lower frequencies.
This confirms and strengthens previous observational claims
Kale & Dwarakanath (2010) and provides totally new informa-
tion for the interpretation of the origin of the halo. With only
three data points it is premature to attempt a detailed modeling,
this is matter for future papers when more data will be avail-
able. The complex spectrum may simply result from a super-
position of two (or more) components, as previously suggested
by Kale & Dwarakanath (2010). Specifically, the emission of
the relic could be projected on the halo emission causing a flat-
tening of the spectrum at higher frequencies. We also note that
recent modeling of turbulent re-acceleration of relativistic pro-
tons and their secondaries in the ICM predict a flattening of
the synchrotron spectrum of radio halos at higher frequencies
(Brunetti & Lazarian 2011). In these models the flattening marks
the transition between the spectral component due to turbulent
re-acceleration and the underlying spectrum generated by the
continuous injection of secondary electrons; the spectral shape
of A2256 would constrain the turbulent acceleration time-scale
' 0.5 Gyr. Observations however may reveal situations more
complex than those considered in the presently available mod-
els. Different populations of emitting electrons may coexist in
the volume of the radio halo in the case they originate from mul-
tiple acceleration mechanisms, or the efficiency of their acceler-
ation changes with space and time in the emitting volume. The
latter hypothesis may reflect the fact that magnetic turbulence
in a Mpc3 region of the ICM is not homogeneous. New obser-
vations with LOFAR at 150 MHz and complementary observa-
tions at high frequencies are needed to determine the shape of
the spectrum of the halo and to better constrain its origin.
Fig. 13. Radio halo and relic spectrum. Flux density measure-
ments from this work, Clarke & Enßlin (2006), Brentjens (2008),
and Intema (2009) were included. The solid straight line is a
power-law fit to the relic fluxes. The radio halo spectrum is from
flux density measurements summed over the region indicated in
Fig. 7.
5. Conclusions
We have presented initial results from LOFAR LBA observa-
tions between 18 and 67 MHz of the cluster Abell 2256. We fo-
cussed mainly on the 63 MHz map because at lower frequencies
ionospheric phase distortions were severe. At 63 MHz we detect
both the radio halo and main radio relic. The radio spectrum for
the relic is consistent with a power-law, with α = −0.81 ± 0.03.
The integrated radio spectrum of the relic is quite flat, which
could mean that the relic has only recently brightened due to
an increase in the Mach number, within the last ∼ 0.1 Gyr.
Alternatively, particles are re-accelerated by some mechanism
in the downstream region of the shock. For the radio halo we
find low-frequency spectral steepening, that was previously also
reported by Kale & Dwarakanath (2010). Additional flux density
measurements are needed to better determine the low-frequency
spectrum of the halo and the mechanisms responsible for the ac-
celeration of the emitting particles.
We detected a recently discovered steep spectrum source in
the west of the cluster center, located roughly at the end of the
previously known head-tail source C. For this source we find
an extremely steep spectral index of −2.3 ± 0.4 between 63 and
153 MHz. This steep spectrum source could be an older part of
the tail of source C. For the source F2, we find that the spectral
index flattens to −0.95 between 63 and 153 MHz. The origin of
the source remains unclear.
In the future we plan to extend our investigation to lower fre-
quencies. For this, ionospheric calibration schemes will be im-
portant to retain enough spatial resolution to separate the contri-
bution from the various complex sources in the cluster.
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